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Abstract. Game AI is a well-established area of research. Classic strategy 
board games such as Chess and Go have been the subject of AI research for 
several decades, and more recently modern computer games have come to be 
seen as a valuable test-bed for AI methods and technologies. Modern board 
games, in particular those known as German-Style Board Games or Eurogames, 
are an interesting mid-point between these fields in terms of domain complexi-
ty, but AI research in this area is more sparse. This paper discusses the design, 
development and performance of a game-playing agent, called SCOUT that us-
es the Case-Based Reasoning methodology as a means to reason and make de-
cisions about game states in the Eurogame Race for the Galaxy. The purpose of 
this research is to explore the possibilities and limitations of Case-Based Rea-
soning within the domain of Race for the Galaxy and Eurogames in general. 
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1   Introduction 
Historically, the most prominent examples of game AI research have focused on 
achieving and exceeding human skill levels of performance in classic board games [4, 
16, 17], while others have used those games as a test bed for experimenting with 
specific technologies and methodologies, or within the bounds of various limitations 
such as avoiding using domain knowledge [18, 5, 15]. 
    Laird [8] argued that despite impressive successes in their specific domains, this 
research had done little to progress the field towards development of a general hu-
man-level AI, and that modern computer games of many different genres, including 
computer strategy games, provided a superior test bed for human-level AI. 
    Race for the Galaxy (RftG) falls into a category of modern board games known as 
Eurogames. These games typically involve more complex rule-sets than traditional 
card and board games, have mixtures of hidden and open information and determinis-
tic and stochastic elements, and are less abstract. Because of this, they bear more 
similarities to computer strategy games than do traditional board games. In recent 
years several agents for playing various Eurogames have been developed [6, 19, 7]. In 
general the approach to creating these agents has been more in keeping with the ap-
proaches taken in classic strategy board game AI systems. In contrast, a key aim of 



this project is to train SCOUT from examples of games played by a human player, 
using the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) methodology [2]. Our hope is that if SCOUT 
can successfully mimic the decisions made by a human player, then it can implicitly 
gain some of the benefit of the human’s strategic reasoning, and demonstrate a style 
of playing the game that resembles that of the human. Of course the primary goal of 
playing a game like RftG is to win, so that remains our main focus in terms of results, 
but we would also like to observe the way in which SCOUT goes about winning, and 
try to encourage diverse and adaptive play styles. Additionally, where possible we 
aim to limit our use of RftG domain knowledge in developing the system, with an eye 
toward exploring methods that could be generalised to other Eurogames. 

2   Race for the Galaxy 
Race for the Galaxy [9] is a popular Eurogame in which players attempt to build the 
best empire by constructing a tableau of cards. The game is highly stochastic as the 
game progresses as cards are randomly drawn from the deck, lending a high degree of 
variety and unpredictability to gameplay, but player actions are resolved deterministi-
cally, resulting in a richly strategic and skillful game. RftG has several expansions 
which increase the complexity of the game further, and can be played by up to six 
players. Currently, SCOUT is designed to be played only in a two-player game with-
out expansions. 
    The rules are significantly more complex than classic board games such as chess; 
fortunately, it is not necessary for the purposes of this paper to understand how to 
play the game. A complete description of the game and its rules is available at the 
publisher’s website [14]. 

2.1  Computer RftG 

Multiple computer implementations of RftG have been developed for online play. 
Currently, the most commonly used game engine is that hosted by the site 
boardgamearena.com, while our work was done with an offline open-source game 
engine developed by Keldon Jones [7]. In terms of its reasoning processes, SCOUT is 
designed to function largely independently of the game engine with which it is play-
ing RftG, and could be implemented to work with any game engine. Henceforth we 
will use “RftG game engine” when referring to this part of the system in general, and 
“Keldon game engine” when referring to the specific engine used in our implementa-
tion. The Keldon AI is sophisticated by the standards of popular game AI and plays 
the game competently at an intermediate level. It is generally outplayed by a skilled 
human player but is able to win with favourable draws, and it will regularly beat a 
novice human player. 

 



Figure 1: A game of RftG in progress in the Keldon engine [7], with the Human 
player close to defeating the Keldon AI with a military strategy. 

3   SCOUT’s Design 
This section aims to give an overview of each of the functional elements of the latest 
version of SCOUT. The next section will detail the specific design choices and devel-
opments which lead to this structure. 
    SCOUT consists of a group of independent modules, each of which handles one 
aspect of its functionality, along with a multipart case-base. The aim of this approach 
is to be flexible and to facilitate easy experimentation with, and comparison of, differ-
ent approaches to developing an AI system for RftG or potentially other Eurogames. 
This was inspired by Molineaux and Aha’s TIELT system for integrating AI systems 
with RTS games [10, 1]. 
    There are 6 modules in the current iteration of SCOUT: 

1. The Head module 
2. The Interface module 
3. The Case Controller module 
4. The Placement Reasoning module 
5. The Phase Reasoning module 
6. The Payment Reasoning module 

In brief, the Head module determines how to process incoming requests from the 
RftG game engine and facilitates communication between separate modules; The 
Interface receives game information and decision requests from the game engine and 
translates them into the specification used by SCOUT; The Case Controller module 
organises and maintains a registry of the case bases; The Placement, Phase, and Pay-
ment modules each reason about the game state and make decisions when a relevant 
request is made by the game engine. 
This model is very flexible, for example: In order to work with a different implemen-
tation of RftG, only the Interface module would need to be modified. If we wished to 



try a completely new reasoning process for card placement, we could swap out the 
Placement module. Alternatively, if we wish to disable any part of SCOUT’s reason-
ing system and defer back to the Keldon AI, this can be achieved with a simple switch 
in the Head module. Meanwhile, all other parts of the system function unchanged. 
This is particularly useful during testing, as it allows us to measure the influence of 
another part of the system on SCOUT’s overall performance in isolation. Modules 
make requests of one another via the Head but their internal processes are irrelevant 
to each other, particularly with regards to the reasoning modules. The Case Controller 
is of course specific to a CBR approach, but the Placement system, for example, could 
be reworked to classify a game state using a neural network while the Phase module 
continued to use the CBR system and each would still work in tandem. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Visibility between the modules that constitute SCOUT. 

4   SCOUT’s Development 
The basis of SCOUT’s reasoning faculties was an initial case-base generated by a 
human player playing 1,000 games against the Keldon AI. Every game that the human 
player won (748 games) was stored, and cases were extracted from it. By using these 
cases, we hoped that SCOUT would be able to take advantage of the human player’s 
superior skill by mimicking their play style. We also experimented with cases gener-
ated by running the Keldon AI against itself, in order to generate more cases than a 
human player could do in a reasonable amount of time. 
    SCOUT maintains three distinct case-bases that are interrelated but organised inde-
pendently of one another. These are: 

1. The Phase Case Base 
2. The Settlement Case Base 
3. The Development Case Base 



Each case base is used for a particular decision, clearly indicated by its name: The 
Settlement and Development Case-Bases are used by the Placement Reasoner to make 
Settle and Develop decisions respectively, and the same case-bases are used by the 
Payment Reasoner to make Payment decisions, while the Phase Case-Base is used by 
the Phase Reasoner to make Phase decisions. 

4.1   SCOUT prototype 

The initial prototype of SCOUT, programmed in Python, was capable of making 
placement decisions using a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) algorithm on a case-base 
with simplified cases with only two indexed features. Despite its simplicity, it was 
capable of performing its task with some success, and when used in tandem, with the 
Keldon AI or a human player making the other game decisions, it was consistently 
superior to a system making random placement decisions. This encouraged us to 
proceed with the project and was also illuminating about the problem domain. 
    In essence, the reasoning approach for SCOUT was to attempt to recreate previous 
winning tableaux by exploring a case-base of completed tableaux, retrieving those 
most similar to the tableau in the current problem state, and then choosing to place a 
card which would make the current state’s tableau even more similar to the retrieved 
tableau. The motivating principle behind this was that cards which are together in a 
tableau in successful games potentially have good synergy with one another and at-
tempting to recreate a successful tableau is analogous to repeating a successful 
placement strategy. The system therefore attempts to capture the reasoning process of 
a human player trying to build a coherent tableau from experience of prior games. 
    This type of case model is what Richter and Weber would describe as “an extended 
view of a CBR system”, whereby problem states are compared with potential solu-
tions directly [13, p.41]. Later versions of SCOUT used a more standard case model, 
where a case is represented as a pairing of a problem and a solution, and the system 
compares problem states to other problems in the case-base, as opposed to comparing 
potential solutions. 
    A major factor in beginning with this approach was that completed game tableaux 
were able to be exported from a completed game within the Keldon engine by default, 
and thus we were able to prototype the system before beginning the challenging task 
of reverse-engineering the Keldon game engine to produce more sophisticated cases. 

4.2   Retrieval 

The reasoning approach for SCOUT’s placement system was essentially to attempt to 
find the game states from previous successful games most similar to the current game 
state and adapt the decision made in that case to the current situation. This was a more 
standard CBR approach than the system used by the prototype. The rationale behind 
this was that if a case was similar enough to the current state in the relevant features 
then SCOUT could take advantage of all of the reasoning and planning that the player 
used to make a decision in the original case. 
   A k-NN algorithm was used to retrieve cases. Each case in the case-base now repre-
sented a specific game state, defined in the same terms as the problem situation, and 
with a single solution. Deciding what card to place in the current game state essential-
ly became a classification problem, where each of the 95 cards were represented by a 



class, and cases with a particular card as a solution belonged to the class representing 
that card. By correctly classifying the problem case, the system determined the best 
card to place. 
    As is typical, the algorithm passed through the entire case-base and evaluated the 
similarity of a case to the problem case by summing the weighted similarities of each 
indexed case feature. From each of the k best matching cases an appropriate solution 
for the problem was adapted and added to a multiset of solutions, and finally, a single 
element of the multiset was randomly selected as the solution. The elements in the 
multiset were frequently homogeneous because SCOUT’s retrieval algorithms were 
effective in classifying the cases consistently. Therefore the random element was 
much less pronounced and often completely deterministic, as all retrieved cases yield-
ed the same solution. When the stochastic element did come into effect this was gen-
erally heavily biased toward a single good possibility, with an improbable secondary 
possibility providing some desirable variation. 

Indexing 
SCOUT processes cases into an internal representation of the case with 23 features, 
representing a game state, paired with the decision that was made in response to that 
game state, which constitutes the case’s solution. The features are as follow, and are 
unindexed where not specified: 
game id A non-unique nominal id shared by all cases which were generated within 
the same game. 
case name A unique nominal id for each case. 
game round An integer representing the game round in which the game state occurs. 
Indexed with high importance for both decision types. 
player chips An integer representing the number of victory point chips the player 
possesses. 
player hand A set of nominal ids representing the cards in the player’s hand. Indexed 
with low importance for both decision types. 
player hand size An integer representing the number of cards in the player’s hand. 
Indexed with high importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 
player military An integer representing the player’s military score. Indexed with 
high importance for Placement decisions. 
player goods A set of nominal ids representing the player’s goods. Indexed with high 
importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 
player score An integer representing the player’s total score. Indexed with low im-
portance for both decision types. 
player tableau A set of nominal ids representing the cards in the player’s tableau. 
Indexed with very high importance for both decision types. 
player tableau size An integer representing the number of cards in the player’s tab-
leau. Indexed with high importance for both decision types. 
opponent chips An integer representing the number of victory point chips the oppo-
nent possesses. 



opponent hand size An integer representing the number of cards in the opponent’s 
hand. Indexed with high importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 
opponent goods A set of nominal ids representing the opponent’s goods. 
opponent military An integer representing the opponent’s military score 
opponent score An integer representing the opponent’s total score. 
opponent tableau A set of nominal ids representing the cards in the opponent’s tab-
leau. Indexed with moderate importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 
opponent tableau size An integer representing the number of cards in the opponent’s 
tableau. Indexed with very low importance for both decision types. 
score difference An integer representing the player’s score minus the opponent’s 
total score. Indexed with moderate importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 
deck An integer representing the number of cards currently in the deck. 
discard An integer representing the number of cards currently in the discard pile. 
pool An integer representing the number of victory point chips currently available. 
Indexed with high importance for Action/Phase Selection decisions. 

    Two of these features, case name and game id, have no meaning within the game 
and are only used to identify cases, but the remaining features are all potentially in-
dexed features. We judged this number to be too high; especially since player tableau 
and opponent tableau in particular are highly complex features in themselves. Thus, 
we aimed to identify which of these features were most relevant to Placement deci-
sions. Reducing the number of features as much as possible was important because k-
NN algorithms have a tendency to be sensitive to irrelevant, interacting and noisy 
features [12] Such identifications could be made with domain expertise, however 
since we wished to find a method by which this could be done naively, and also which 
had the potential to expose unexpected patterns, we used statistical analysis on the 
case-base to identify the most relevant features. For each numeric feature, the distri-
bution of values across the entire case-base was compared to its distribution of values 
among cases from each class separately, and if these distributions were found to vary 
significantly across several classes and the general distribution then these features 
were determined to be of relevance in terms of case similarity. For example, the De-
velopment “Contact Specialist” is almost always played when the player has 0 or -1 
military score, while across the entire case base cards are played with various military 
scores. 

5   Results and Discussion 
5.1   SCOUT’s Performance vs. Keldon AI 

SCOUT’s overall performance does not reach the Keldon AI’s level, let alone that of 
a human player, but it does demonstrate an ability to play reasonably and competitive-
ly. This section will cover the results of many runs of games against the Keldon AI, 
along with other benchmarks. This will be followed by discussion about SCOUT’s 
strengths and weaknesses as indicated by these results. 



    For comparison we tested other agents controlling the placement decision: the 
Keldon AI, a Random agent, and a Human. The Random agent merely selects one of 
the possible options with equal probability. The purpose of this is to give an indica-
tion of the absolute minimum level of performance possible. The Human player is the 
same whose cases comprise SCOUT’s case-base. Contrasting the Random agent, this 
is intended to give a rough indication of ideal performance. 
   Each test was comprised of 5,000 games against a player controlled by a pure Kel-
don AI agent, except for the Human, for which the test was only 1,000 games. The 
number of games was selected by running the Keldon AI against itself until it reached 
a stable victory rate. The victory rate includes tied matches, hence the Keldon AI’s 
victory rate against itself being slightly greater than 50%. 

 
 

Table 1: Victory rate of four different agents controlling all strategically 
significant decisions vs. the Keldon AI agent 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Human’s win rate is clearly the best, but the results show the total inability of the 
Random agent to win a game (barring very exceptional circumstances). This demon-
strates the reasoning quality of the controlling agent. This is the most important result, 
as it clearly indicates that SCOUT, though not as strong as the Keldon AI in overall 
performance, is capable of playing and winning in a way that a non-reasoning agent 
cannot. 

 

5.2 Score Distribution 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of score ratios across 5,000 games between SCOUT 
and Keldon AI. Scores are best measured relative to the opponents score, as it is not 
useful to measure scores in absolute terms across multiple matches. Shorter matches 
typically have a lower winning score, but they are not necessarily indicative of inferi-
or performance to a higher score from a different match, indeed the opposite is often 
the case. Within a single match, however, close scores typically give some indication 
that the performance of the competing players was also close. 
    Representing the score of a match as Si = Ssi /Ski where Ssi is SCOUT’s score in a 
match and Ski is Keldon AI’s score, gives log-normal distribution of scores. These 
scores show that although SCOUT loses the majority of matches against Keldon AI, it 
usually achieves a competitive and respectable score. The score ratios have a median 
of 0.85, indicating that although reaching a 50% win rate against Keldon AI would 
mean an 66% increase in win rate; it would take only an 18% increase in SCOUT’s 
scoring to bring it to that level. 



 
Figure 2: Distribution of scores from 5000 games between SCOUT and Keldon AI, 
SCOUT won or drew the game when x >= 1.0 (31.7%). Note that the value of won or 
drawn games here is slightly higher as it includes those drawn matches that went 
against SCOUT in the tiebreaker. 
 

5.3 Phase Selection 

Comparing the frequency of selected Actions/Phases of SCOUT to the Keldon AI and 
the human player whose cases trained it, it can be seen that SCOUT’s choices follow 
the same general trend of both other players (Figure 3). This is evidence of reasonable 
play compared to the random agent that would have an equal frequency distribution 
across all actions. 
    A noticeable feature is that despite our observance that SCOUT follows a Con-
sume-Produce strategy as frequently as possible, it in fact does not select Produce as 
frequently as either other player. This is likely explained by SCOUT’s inability to 
perfectly manage its producer cards against its consumer cards. We regularly ob-
served it producing many more goods than it could consume at once, and hence over 
three turns it would call Produce, then Consume, then Consume again, whereas a 
skilled human player, and to a lesser extent Keldon AI, tend to have more balanced 
numbers and thus call Produce and Consume on alternate turns. 
    A more promising observation is that across the first four action types, SCOUT’s 
frequencies are more similar to the human player than to Keldon AI, indicating some 
success in mimicking the human’s play style, at least in terms of selection frequency. 

5.4 Directly Observed Games 

Finally, during development we directly observed and analysed many hundreds of 
games played between SCOUT and Keldon AI. This section describes results and 



observations of a random selection of games observed during the 4th era of a run. 
Game 1 was selected to be observed at random, and the rest are those that occurred in 
sequence thereafter. It represents better than average performance by SCOUT, which 
won 50% of these games. These observations are limited by their subjective nature, 
but they are useful in terms of gaining more insight into SCOUT’s performance than 
simply raw scores and victory rates can provide. The final game states of each of 
these games as they are exported by the Keldon engine are available online. 

 
Figure 3: Frequency of Action Card selection for different agents 

 
Game 1, SCOUT: 26 - Keldon AI: 23 - Won with Consume-Produce strategy 
against Consume-Produce Strategy. Made a questionable early decision to pass on a 
good placement, likely triggered by having another good card in hand that SCOUT 
played two turns later. Both cards could have been placed with correct hand manage-
ment, however. 

3   Future Work and Conclusions 
The aim of this research was to explore the use of CBR to play a modern board game, 
a domain that has received comparatively little attention in game AI research, despite 
offering many interesting challenges. SCOUT has demonstrated that a system using 
CBR and very limited domain knowledge can create a feasible agent for playing 
RftG. As of yet, however, it does not play at the same level as the current standard of 
RftG AI, the Keldon AI, which uses more conventional search and evaluation meth-
ods. The Keldon AI is a sophisticated system that has been developed and improved 
over many years, and reaching its level of performance is a high benchmark. There-



fore while it is disappointing that SCOUT’s performance is not up to this standard, we 
feel that we have had some success in creating a system which can make reasonable 
decisions for a complete and complex game. 
    In attempting to create a system from scratch, which includes the capacity to reason 
about various types of decision and to evaluate, maintain, and improve its own case-
bases, we have undertaken a large project with a broad scope. This may have come at 
the expense of focused optimisation of key elements. As a result, we do not believe 
SCOUT currently reaches the full potential of an agent using this methodology. This 
leaves the potential for future work in refining these aspects of the system, which 
could include systematically deriving feature weighting, or the development of more 
sophisticated retrieval algorithms. From a broader perspective, a hybrid approach 
which combines SCOUT’s ability to recognise successful combinations of cards and 
make decisions in terms of a coherent strategy, combined with a system that can eval-
uate possible moves in the terms of game itself, such as that of the Keldon AI, may 
result in a system that is superior to both, and also closer to a human player’s reason-
ing process. Combining CBR with other methodologies is a popular approach to such 
systems [20, 3]. SCOUT’s architecture has the potential to be used as a basis for dif-
ferent AI agents for RftG, as could our fork of Keldon Jones’ RftG engine, with the 
improved modularity of its control system. 
    While this paper focused on training SCOUT with human players’ cases in an at-
tempt to benefit from their reasoning, it may also be interesting to experiment with 
automatic case elicitation as per Powell’s CHEBR system [11], beginning with a 
small or empty initial case-base. We have demonstrated, however, that a random 
agent is completely incapable of winning a game of RftG, so a different approach 
would need to be taken in the early stages of generating the case-base. In particular, 
an evaluation function that took more into account than the final result would be nec-
essary. The overall performance of SCOUT’s learning functionality proved to be 
limited, but there is potential to adjust its parameters and tweak its deletion policies. 
    Most importantly, future work that aims to improve upon SCOUT’s performance 
would require access to a much larger case-base of games by skilled human players. 
This could open up the possibility for using data mining techniques to gain insight 
into feature weights, and of course give greater coverage in the initial case-bases. A 
case-base that includes negative cases to indicate potentially poor decisions to 
SCOUT, may also improve performance [2]. 
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